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Facebook CPC Advertising

Initial Campaign Research Strategy:
Our recommendation would be to utilize Facebook in order to target relevant 
persons who would be interested in utilizing your service for professional 
reasons.

Facebook Pixel & Conversion Tracking:
The Facebook Pixel for your specific account can be implemented through the 
Google Tag Manager so that it appears on every page of your website. Facebook 
conversions are structured with small script snippet which through the tag 
manager triggers can be fired upon completion of a desired goal completion. 
Different snippets are utilized for different actions such as a purchase, add to 
wishlist, complete registration, etc.

Demographics:

1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  National  Association

Interests:

Available Audience Targets:

Total Reach for Above Audiences: 17,000 U.S.

Estimated Average CPC: $0.65

Campaign Structure: We’d recommend different creative and individual 
campaigns for:

a.

b.

c.

d.

A.

B.

i.

ii.

i.

ii.
iii.
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How to Remedy

974 Images Don’t Have Alt Tags

Optimizing meta titles is a relatively easy fix, as long as you stay organized. Once 
keyword assignment is completed on the SEO marketing sheet, you can begin 
to write your meta title. Describe the topic of the page it links to- allude to the 
information that the user will be able to access if they click through. Mention the 
brand name and work in the primary keyword so that the copy reads organically. It 
must be 60 characters long (so hitting all these marks can be difficult) or Google 
will cut it off, leaving a trail of ellipses behind. We’ve provided an example for the 
home page to demonstrate what this looks like.

As intricate and intelligent as the AI that Google uses to monitor its search rankings 
and to implement the algorithms that determine rankings, it cannot (yet) look at 
images. It can only read text. The problem with this as we develop user psychology 
principles and discover more about how the human brain processes the web, is 
we’re discovering that people convert more heavily and readily (and stay more 
engaged) with sites that use heavy imagery. 

To deal with this, developers and SEO experts have developed a work around that 
Google’s AI can see: alt-tags. You can optimize these tags and by incorporating 
them into your overall SEO program and strategy, it will help to support your holistic 
effort to attain rankings.








































































































